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Quarter Length
In NFL Blitz™, you play four two-minute quarters and score when you make it to the end zone.

Clock
You have 10 seconds to call a play, and the clock stops at the end of every play. You have a limited amount of time to select a new play between downs.

Downs and 1st Downs
Each offensive possession is composed of four downs. Gaining a first down requires advancing thirty yards from where you took possession of the ball. After gaining a first down, your downs start over.

Calling Audibles
Calling an audible allows you to adjust your play at the line of scrimmage. If you spot a weakness in your opponent’s offense or defense, call an audible in order to exploit that weakness.
No Penalties
There are no penalties in *NFL Blitz*. Don’t worry about pass interference, false starts, or offside calls. Just get in there, throw long bombs, and bring down receivers as best you can.

Overtime
In overtime, you play a one-minute quarter. The team in the lead at the end of overtime wins.

On Fire
The offense becomes On Fire after three successful passes to the same receiver. The defense becomes On Fire after two sacks in a row. Being On Fire gives you unlimited Turbo, so play your best and take advantage of being On Fire for as long as possible.
Cheats
The Cheat Entry screen appears before each game and gives you a chance to enter cheat codes. These codes allow you to alter aspects of the game, from beginning a game in overtime to playing with Fantasy Characters. Experiment with different code combinations to unlock new cheats or purchase them in the Blitz Store. Keep in mind that not all cheats can be used online. Cheats that alter game play cannot be used online. Cheats that can be used online may be bought in the Blitz Store or unlocked in Blitz Gauntlet.

Fantasy Characters
You can unlock fantasy characters in Blitz Gauntlet mode or purchase them from the Blitz Store. Take the field as a zombie, cowboy, pirate, and more by entering your fantasy character cheat code on the Cheat Entry screen.
Blitz Gauntlet

Battle through Blitz Gauntlet and unlock fantasy character cheat codes that you can use in any NFL Blitz game mode. To move up the ladder, defeat NFL teams and fantasy character bosses located at the end of the three tiers. Boss Battles take place in the Blitz Coliseum where you or boss teams can use special on-field power-ups to stop opponents in their tracks.
Blitz Battles

Head-To-Head

Show off your skills and play head-to-head against other Blitz Battle players for Ranking Points and the chance to make the Battle Board Hall of Fame.

Blitz Teams

Bring your Friends into the huddle with Blitz Teams. Create and customize your Blitz Team with logos and banners to show off your team’s attitude. After that, invite a Friend to be your co-owner and challenge other Blitz Teams.
Battle Boards
Perform well in Blitz Battle games to earn Ranking Points. Fight to the top of your Local, Regional, and National Battle Boards. Battle Boards contain 25 other users fighting for the top slot. Once you reach the top of the final Battle Board, you can choose to either defend your position or retire to the coveted Hall of Fame and start over from the beginning.
Co-Op
Grab a friend and crush the competition together! Co-Op mode allows you to team up with an ally and prove your dominance. If you can’t find a friend, jump onto a team with another player online.

Elite League
Work to create your very own dream team in Elite League! Using Blitz Bucks, purchase card packs to collect players and customize your lineup. When you’re ready, put it all on the line and risk your valuable players for the chance to steal someone else’s in a Risk and Reward game.
Blitz Bucks
Blitz Bucks are earned by performing well on the field and awarded at the end of every online game. Earn extra Blitz Bucks through the Daily Bonus, which increases with each consecutive day that you play an online NFL Blitz game.

Blitz Store
Spend your Blitz Bucks in the Blitz Store and enhance your gameplay experience. Purchase logos or banners for your Blitz Team, acquire card packs and power ups for your Elite League team, or buy cheat codes and fantasy characters. Visit the Gallery to unlock and view concept art and cheerleader images/loading screens.